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Geometria Euclidean Geometry



Euclidean Geometry

• Telling the theory of chaos, trying to be as clear and simple as possible, it

is not so easy and immediate, given the complexity of the topic. Usually

speaking, starting from its definition, but if you write "deterministic chaos

is the stochastic behaviour of deterministic systems" maybe someone will

struggle to grasp the meaning of these words, and probably stop to read

about it. So it is better to take a small step back, and return toabout it. So it is better to take a small step back, and return to

the primary school. From about the third year of school somebody taught

us various subjects: history, geography, natural science, geometry, to name

a few. Do you remember the geometry? The point, line, the plane figures

such as triangle, square, rectangle, a trapezoid, the pentagon, the circle,

and then solids like the cube, the sphere, the cone, the cylinder, the

parallelepiped.



Mountains, clouds, rivers



Mountains, clouds, rivers

• Have you ever looked out the window when the teacher explained these

figures? And if you did it, did you have by chance found any correlation

with the outside world? Looking outside can be seen that the mountains

are not triangles, and neither cones, clouds are not equal or similar with

spheres, the rivers are not lines and cylinders. What does all this mean? It

is obvious that from the earliest years of school somebody teased us, itis obvious that from the earliest years of school somebody teased us, it

has been taught us a world of forms that does not correspond to the

reality of the world around us, were given us a simple idealization, a

fiction, something that does not exist. The geometry learned at the

primary school is usually called Euclidean geometry. No one has explained

that it is a geometry, but not the only one. As we speak of being and not

being, so we can speak of Euclidean geometry and non-Euclidean one. But

back to nature.



The tree



The tree

• Have you ever look deeply a good tree or even a

simple small insignificant unprotected snowflake? Or,

can you say how long is the coast of Britain? In

primary school somebody taught that the visible

world is divided into three dimensions: oneworld is divided into three dimensions: one

dimension objects (i.e., a line), the objects in two

dimensions (i.e., a square), the objects in three

dimensions (i.e., a sphere, a ball). And what about all

that is in the middle and in between?



Benoit Mandelbrot 



How long is the coast of GB?



How long is the coast of GB?

• Do you start to review the length of the coast of Britain? Yes sure, just open a

atlas and read the number corresponding to its perimeter: is it correct? If we were to

measure the perimeter of a sheet of paper ‘five sides’ just enough to use a ruler and add

measures corresponding to the five sides. Now please go by plane to Britain! Please go in

some way on the stretch of coast more closely and begin to measure, stroke after stroke. It

has been said before that the straight lines are part of Euclidean geometry. Let’s try together

to measure a distance of one meter of the British coast: what do we find? In this section

there are many small pieces, and then to be accurate and precise in ourthere are many small pieces, and then to be accurate and precise in our

measurement should measure them all. But this is what our eyes see. Let’s try to be more

diligent. Take a magnifying glass. What can we see? With the naked eye apparently linear,

with the slow change, the lines become many other traits jagged, and zoom with a growing

phenomenon is repeated perhaps without end. The British coast has not dimension 1 (it is

not a line), and neither 2 (it is not a plane). We need therefore to ask for the help of not

Euclidean geometries, such as fractal geometry, so that we find that the perimeter above

mentioned has a fractal dimension between 1 and 2: “1 point something”.



Fractal geometry

• Fractal geometry was introduced by Benoit

Mandelbrot in the '70s with the aim of giving

a formal description of the complexity of

natural forms, from a property common innatural forms, from a property common in

natural forms: the self-similarity, namely the

similarity between parts and whole. In an

attempt to describe an invariant that

characterizes it, BM redefined the concept of

measure.



The measurement of fD

• The example that he proposed to explain this

need was to measure the length of the coast

of Britain. He showed that the measure would

change depending on the length of thechange depending on the length of the

instrument used for measurement. It is clear

that using rulers of ten kilometers, of one

meter, or of one micron in order to obtain this

measure, we get different results depending

on the used unit of measure.



Measure of  fractal Dimension (D)

• Mandelbrot identified a relationship between

these measures through a seemingly random

size introduced by Hausdorff in 1919. He

noted that the relationship between thenoted that the relationship between the

logarithm of the result of the measure (N

number of units of measurement) and the

logarithm of the inverse of the value of units

(r) assumes a constant value (D).

• D = log(N) / log(1/r)



Measure of fD

• D = log(N) / log(1/r)

• The variable D represents the degree of jaggedness

of a line and because nature take always fractional

dimensions, was called by Mandelbrot fractaldimensions, was called by Mandelbrot fractal

dimension. The importance of the studies of Lorenz

was to establish a link between the fractal

description and the attractors, thus introducing one

of the most interesting invariant statistics (fractal

dimension) of the dynamics which characterizes the

time evolution of a system.



Fractals

• Simmetry

• Scale Invariance

• Self-similarity

• Non integer dimension• Non integer dimension



Cantor set



Cantor set

• In mathematics, the Cantor set, introduced by German mathematician Georg Cantor  in 1883

(but discovered in 1875 by Henry John Stephen Smith), is a set of points lying on a single line 

segment that has a number of remarkable and deep properties. Through consideration of it, 

Cantor and others helped lay the foundations of modern general topology. Although Cantor 

himself defined the set in a general, abstract way, the most common modern construction is 

the Cantor ternary set, built by removing the middle thirds of a line segment. Cantor himself 

only mentioned the ternary construction in passing, as an example of a more general idea, 

that of a perfect set that is nowhere dense.that of a perfect set that is nowhere dense.

• Properties:

• Cardinality

• Self-similarity

• Topological properties



Koch curve



Koch curve

• The Koch curve can be constructed by starting with an equilateral triangle, 

then recursively altering each line segment as follows:

• divide the line segment into three segments of equal length.

• draw an equilateral triangle that has the middle segment from step 1 as its 

base and points outward.

• remove the line segment that is the base of the triangle from step 2.• remove the line segment that is the base of the triangle from step 2.



Koch curve



Koch snowflake

• The Koch snowflake (also known as the Koch star and Koch island) is a 

mathematical curve and one of the earliest fractal curves to have been 

described. It is based on the Koch curve, which appeared in a 1904 paper 

titled "On a continuous curve without tangents, constructible from 

elementary geometry" (original French title: "Sur une courbe continue sans 

tangente, obtenue par une construction géométrique élémentaire") by the tangente, obtenue par une construction géométrique élémentaire") by the 

Swedish mathematician Helge von Koch.



Sierpinski triangle



Sierpinski triangle

• The Sierpinski triangle (also with the original orthography Sierpiński), also called 

the Sierpinski gasket or the Sierpinski Sieve, is a fractal and attractive fixed set 

named after the Polish mathematician Wacław Sierpiński who described it in 1915.

• Originally constructed as a curve, this is one of the basic examples of self-similar 

sets, i.e. it is a mathematically generated pattern that can be reproducible at any 

magnification or reduction. How to built it?

• The most simpliest way:• The most simpliest way:

• 1. Take 3 points in a plane to form a triangle, you need not draw it.

• 2. Randomly select any point inside the triangle and consider that your current 

position.

• 3. Randomly select any one of the 3 vertex points.

• 4. Move half the distance from your current position to the selected vertex.

• 5. Plot the current position.

• 6. Repeat from step 3.



Snow flake



Snow flake

• If you could carefully observe a sponge or a flake of snow you may find

that is full of holes, is wholly perforated, and if you could go with a

magnifying glass to observe more carefully you would find more and more

new holes, so the item would be considered a set of holes on holes to ever

smaller scales. What is the dimension that has a snowflake? It is not three-

dimensional and nor two-dimensional: its dimension in space is betweendimensional and nor two-dimensional: its dimension in space is between

2 and 3, and since Euclidean geometry does not provide intermediate size,

we need other kinds of trouble geometries: one of the non-Euclidean

geometry. The size of a snowflake is two point something, you can

measure it with some tools and is known as fractal dimension.



Snow flake



Sponge



Sponge

• If you could carefully observe a sponge you may find that is full of holes, is

wholly perforated, and if you could go with a magnifying glass to observe

more carefully you would find more and more new holes, so the item

would be considered a set of holes on holes to ever smaller scales. What is

the dimension that has a sponge? It is not three-dimensional and nor

two-dimensional: its dimension in space is between 2 and 3, and sincetwo-dimensional: its dimension in space is between 2 and 3, and since

Euclidean geometry does not provide intermediate size, we need other

kinds of trouble geometries: one of the non-Euclidean geometry. The size

of a sponge is two point something, you can measure it with some tools

and is known as fractal dimension



Fractals of Mandelbrot



Mandelbrot set

• The Mandelbrot set is a mathematical set of points in the complex plane, 

the boundary of which forms a fractal. The Mandelbrot set is the set of 

complex values of c for which the orbit of 0 under iteration of the complex 

quadratic polynomial z
n+1

= z
n

2 + c remains bounded. That is, a complex 

number, c, is in the Mandelbrot set if, when starting with z
0

= 0 and 

applying the iteration repeatedly, the absolute value of z
n

never exceeds a applying the iteration repeatedly, the absolute value of z
n

never exceeds a 

certain number (that number depends on c) however large n gets. The 

Mandelbrot set is named after Benoît Mandelbrot, who studied and 

popularized it.



Mandelbrot fractals in 3D



Julia set



Julia set

• In the context of complex dynamics, a topic of mathematics,

the Julia set is a set defined from a function. Informally, the

Julia set consists of values such that an arbitrarily small

perturbation can cause drastic changes in the sequence of

iterated function values. Thus the behavior of the function oniterated function values. Thus the behavior of the function on

the Julia set its behavior is chaotic.



Fern - simulation



Fractals in nature

• Approximate fractals are easily found in nature. These objects display self-similar

structure over an extended, but finite, scale range. Examples include clouds, snow

flakes, crystals, mountain ranges, lightning, river networks, cauliflower or broccoli,

and systems of blood vessels and pulmonary vessels. Coastlines may be loosely

considered fractal in nature.

• Trees and ferns are fractal in nature and can be modeled on a computer by using a

recursive algorithm. This recursive nature is obvious in these examples—a branchrecursive algorithm. This recursive nature is obvious in these examples—a branch

from a tree or a frond from a fern is a miniature replica of the whole: not identical,

but similar in nature. The connection between fractals and leaves are currently

being used to determine how much carbon is contained in trees.

• Barnsley's fern computed using an Iterated function system



Fractal Tree - simulation



After an intravenus injection of 

fluoriescina …



The coffe of Lorenz



The coffee of Lorenz

• If you open your eyes and look around, what do you see? A keyboard, screen, windows, doors, walls, ceiling, floors,

paintings, pens, scissors, sheets, balconies, curtains, books, telephones, chairs, clocks, roads, houses, buildings, street lamps,

pedestrian crossing. Translation: lines, circles, squares, triangles, spheres, cubes, parallelepipeds. We're in a world of

parallelepipeds, what surrounds us, built by man, is a simple linear environment, static, we live in a Euclidean geometry,

inside a taken for a ride.

• Where is nature? Why is it over? It is there, out of the window, in all its harmony of shapes, colours, scents, imperceptible

change. And the forms are non-Euclidean, non-speaking, non-linear. And it is ever changing, maybe slowly, almost we do not

realize (indeed, often we do not realize it own).

• The nature that includes ourselves, where we belong and to which we are being an integral part, is dynamic and nonlinear.

It contains the world even linear, static, human work, because the houses stand on land, ships go to the sea, we breathe theIt contains the world even linear, static, human work, because the houses stand on land, ships go to the sea, we breathe the

air, and we heated the fire of the sun.

• It is therefore clear that the line is an exception of non-line, a singularity, an unnatural event, but probably rare, and the

static is just a static photograph, a moment in the film already dead in life, the life of every being or form, or not animated.

In the winter of 1961 in Massachusetts, a meteorologist named Edward Lorenz was working on a model forecast of the

weather with the help of a rudimentary electronic calculator or computer. It was a model of non-linear equations, and it

contained the relations between physical quantities such as the relationship between temperature and pressure in order to

study the evolution of some winds. One day it happened that Edward was willing to take a coffee. To speed processing of

data (at the time the computers were a lot slower than today, much less powerful, in short a little more than grinders)

operated a number of truncation in the decimal part, considering only three instead of six, thus giving rise to a rounding

(the accuracy was considered, thus, irrelevant). It must have been the best coffee he had ever drunk. Returned to his office

he saw something apparently inexplicable: the rounding had a catastrophic effect.



Edward Lorenz (1962)



The coffee of Lorenz



The coffee of Lorenz

• To understand one of the most shocking discover in this century, take a white sheet and a

pencil. Put the paper horizontally in front of you and begins to draw instinctively one line

(with high, low, peaks, humps, as you want) from the left until right edge of the rectangle of

paper. Now back to the left and go slightly higher(or lower) from the point of departure, and

tries to draw a line parallel to (or overlapping) the previous one.

• Lorenz, before going to the coffee drinkers, was expecting exactly that. Cutting 3 decimals of

each data, the line below should have followed more or less the original one: in his mind and

expectations it should be almost equal to the one with more decimal, exactly as you designedexpectations it should be almost equal to the one with more decimal, exactly as you designed

(or displayed). And instead it was a coffee full of surprises. After the coffee break, Lorenz

found on his sheet, that the two lines run parallel (or overlapping) for a while, then step by

step they become so distant from each other by not having anything more in common. It was

the dawn of chaos. Up to that point there was some deep rooted beliefs, as that for which

small movements produce small changes over time, or large variations generate great

change. Since Lorenz discover, it was no longer just that case. It can be even the case that

small variations, small perturbations can produce large changes over time.



Lorenz attractor



Butterfly effect

• Metaphorically (but is not so much a metaphor) this

is represented by the butterfly effect: a butterfly

flapping the wings on the Gulf of Mexico produces a

small displacement of air and initiates a chain of

reactions that can cause a storm in Siberia a fewreactions that can cause a storm in Siberia a few

weeks later. Technically this characteristic is called

sensitive dependence on initial conditions (SDIC).



Butterfly effect



Butterfly effect

• The phrase refers to the idea that a butterfly's wings might create tiny changes in

the atmosphere that may ultimately alter the path of a tornado or delay,

accelerate or even prevent the occurrence of a tornado in a certain location. The

flapping wing represents a small change in the initial condition of the system,

which causes a chain of events leading to large-scale alterations of events

(compare: domino effect). Had the butterfly not flapped its wings, the trajectory of

the system might have been vastly different. While the butterfly does not "cause"the system might have been vastly different. While the butterfly does not "cause"

the tornado in the sense of providing the energy for the tornado, it does "cause" it

in the sense that the flap of its wings is an essential part of the initial conditions

resulting in a tornado, and without that flap that particular tornado would not

have existed. The term "butterfly effect" itself is related to the work of Edward

Lorenz, and is based in chaos theory and sensitive dependence on initial

conditions, already described in the literature in a particular case of the three-

body problem by Henri Poincaré in 1890



L’attrattore di Lorenz in 3D



What is happening?

• At this point we should stop a moment. Perhaps let it fall the silence. Something small, seemingly insignificant, negligible, it

can produce major disruptions? Is it a joke? Sometimes we have small and large treasures before we even notice. The Lorenz

discovery has sensational implications. Remaining in the weather, the weather forecasts are possible only for a few days,

even if the measurements are accurate, even if we use all the information worldwide available from all the satellite running

around our planet, and even if we consider all the variable and models available: this happen because such dynamical

systems have an inner intrinsic property called un-predictability. Such systems allow a good forecast in the short term, but in

the middle-long term are non predictable. Secondly, nothing is insignificant, everything has a meaning, a major importance,

there is not something inside and something to be left outside of the door.

• Until Lorenz the world was only parallelepipeds, and scaling were work in progress incidents. For instance, plain surfaces,

quite smooth irrigation channels, nothing to do with the beauty of designing a trajectory that start from mountain stream,quite smooth irrigation channels, nothing to do with the beauty of designing a trajectory that start from mountain stream,

then stream, then river. The world was (and for many people still is) a surreal aseptically perfect geometry, linear,

predictable, controllable, packaged in standard, static, rigid forms. Anything that breaks / goes over this view was / is

marginalized, regarded as random, transient, insignificant, negligible, the result of madness, senselessness, irrationality,

something out of the system. Lorenz coffee breaks all patterns, beliefs, false certainties. Everything is important, everything

has a meaning, nothing can be put aside and leave off. Whereas before the world was equal to a parallelepiped beautiful,

smooth, solid, uniform, and every crack was just an accident on the journey of the fruit case, now the world is a snowflake

that falls from the sky and changes continuously, at every moment in its white descent, and interacts with the environment,

with all the forces present in the atmosphere, water, and thus becomes unique, extraordinarily beautiful in its uniqueness

and irregularity, which is different from any other snowflake, one with the wholeness covering the ground like a white cloak.

And the holes are not mistakes, are not accidents of the journey, not the outcome of the case, are what makes it beautiful,

are all its history, instant after instant. The coffee break of Lorenz slam the door in the face to the case, to Euclid, to the

rationality at all, fully predictable, to the moralists, to the cause-effect, to the fate already written, to the shying perfect case,

to a house perfectly in order, clean, without a finger of dust, without an object out of place because in that family still have

not children.



Deterministic chaos

• Small variation can provoke big change in time

• Unpredictability

• Sensitive Dependence on Initial Conditions

• Uncertainty• Uncertainty

• Dissipative systems



Strange attractor in 3D



Stretching - Folding



Stretching - folding

• THE STRETCHING AND FOLDING OF THE 

PHASE SPACE ASSOCIATED WITH THE 

COMBINATION OF EXPONENTIAL DIVERGENCE 

AND BOUNDEDNESS IMPLIES THAT THE AND BOUNDEDNESS IMPLIES THAT THE 

”ATTRACTOR” MAY HAVE STRUCTURE AT ALL 

SCALES



Strange attractor (fractal)



Chaotic attractor,  limit cycle, fix point



Clouds: Chaotic attractors



Basin of attraction



Lake and the clouds



Entropy



Entropy

• Chaos is order: an increase of entropy should 

be understood in terms of a sort of a change 

of order, which requires no debate the 

disorder, never clearly defined. disorder, never clearly defined. 

David Bohm



Entropy

• There is room for a young girl, Nathalie, a bit of purple hair, which is worth a thought. Opening the door we can see objects scattered everywhere: 

bed linen, shoes, books, CDs, bags, t-shirts, skirts, pants, sweaters, socks, sheets written and unwritten, and much more. What confusion, what 

disorder, what chaos! This is not the case. In all this complexity is difficult, she is geared, she is comfortable: for her it is everything so familiar, she 

feels at home. This disorder is not: it is simply a complex order.  We are on the border between order and disorder, but she can find the orientation. 

If someone else came, perhaps a thief, and throw everything in the bulk, with no policy, then yes, the disorder may be created, but that's another 

story. I am using sheets and folders scattered everywhere, books on every  shelf stacked without any apparent order, drawers filled with objects one 

above the other that shape something very far from parallelepipeds or cubes. Yet, if I try to find something soon, I can do it: my order is complex and 

simple at the same time. And how much information is stored in this room! What lies below has been taken in hand probably first of what is above, 

and yet one can reconstruct a piece of her life, her movements, her choices, her creativity. Every object in the room gives us some information, it is a 

picture of non-linear dynamics happening there, and from each thing, learning how and where it was placed, we can get more and more information. 

This room has to do with chaos (deterministic chaos, structured, where there are regularity), and a chaotic system as this gives us continually new 

information, it is qualitatively interesting. Such information is usually associated with the statistical concept of entropy. A chaotic system has positive information, it is qualitatively interesting. Such information is usually associated with the statistical concept of entropy. A chaotic system has positive 

entropy, and this means that we provide continuously new information. A room in perfect order, firm, immobile, without a finger of dust, where 

everything is precisely in its place, such a room is linear, static, dead, we can observer no dynamics, no life. There, the chaos does not exist, there is 

no movement, we do not receive any information: the entropy is zero. In which relation is entropy with information? The entropy can be defined as 

the rate of information (or uncertainty) that can give us a "system" over time. A room orderly and meticulously clean, gives us zero information 

over time, because it is always the same, always perfect.

• If we do not clean this room, it forms the powder,  and then the amount of dust on surfaces  can tell us information about "how long is not clean." 

Nathalie’s room has positive entropy, because it gives a lots of information, meaning that visiting it daily it is ever changing of look. This also means 

that there is uncertainty: for how accurate are our observations,  our measurements, our attention to the most minute detail, we can never predict 

how tomorrow will be the room of Nathalie. She, through the use of which is done her room, gives us continually  new information. The next day she 

may decide to change her dressing, so she tries to find a new one, scattering all the clothes she meets in the course of her research so that we can be 

curious of the new distribution in space of the clothes. And how did they fall from her hands? Launched, supported, flying? And if  the window is left 

open and it is windy outside this factor could alter the disposition of all what is inside the room. In this sense, entropy is positive: there are always 

new information over time, we will never stop learning, there is continuing uncertainty, we can not make any forecast for the future. Nathalie’s room 

teaches us however that in this chaotic situation, in this not-regular situation, in this apparent disorder there is an hidden order (maybe complex and 

difficult to understand) and this complexity provides us with ever new information. 



René Thom (1975)



Catastrophe theory

• Transient moments between different

equilibrium states related to even small

variation of the checking parameters of the

systemsystem

• They were recalled later ‘bifurcations’

• Bifurcation of type: doubling, transcritic, Hopf



Turbulence

• Ruelle & Takens in 1971 revised the classical

approach to turbulence

• To join a turbulence state it needs of crossing

several times Hopf bifurcations. It means theseveral times Hopf bifurcations. It means the

following dynamical steps: from fix points to

periodic orbite, and then to a pseudo-

periodic torus, and finally to a strange

attractor. This theory has been confirmed with

many experiments on real fluids.



Rooth of trees 



Rooth of the tree



Delta of a river



bifurcant tree



Leave



Logistic map



Self-similarity- scale invariance



Zoom



Bifurcation diagramme



Ilya Prigogine (1984)



dissipative systems

• Self – organization (biological, physical, chemical

systems; i.e. cicli catalitic cycles, autopoiesis)

• Phase transictions (i.e. from liquid to solid,

magnetism effects, instability of Benard – appearingmagnetism effects, instability of Benard – appearing

of stable vortex for natural convection)

• Self-organization happens in dissipative systems

(discovered by Ilya Prigogine), (crossed by a flow of

energy) far from equilibrium (at chaos borders –

bifurcations)



Convection and  Benard cells



Convection and  Benard cells

• In science, Bénard cells are ordered hexagonal convection cells or atomic-molecular 

structures that spontaneously form in viscous mediums, such as silicon oil or whale oil, when 

placed on a hot plate and heated past a bifurcation point into the turbulent flow regime. 

• The Bénard cell phenomenon is the model for the now-famous conception of "far-from-

equilibrium" invented by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine in the 1970s, in "ordered structures" 

(models for organized life) are said to "spontaneously" form, at a point far away from 

equilibrium (high heat flow). These types of structures are termed dissipative structures, and 

are supposedly representative of things such as evolution and the formation of human are supposedly representative of things such as evolution and the formation of human 

societies, and thus are said to give resolution to the tendency to disorder aspects (view) of 

the second law. 

• In the 1970s, Bénard cells began to be popularized by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, who 

used them as an example of “dissipative structures”, being a type of ordered structure that 

forms according to his entropy generation version of the second law of thermodynamics. This 

was soon parlayed into a thermodynamic model of the evolution of life. 

• “Prigogine’s detailed analysis of Bénard cells showed that as the system moves farther away 

from equilibrium, it reaches a critical point of instability, at which the ordered hexagonal 

pattern emerges” and that, during convection, “heat is transferred by the coherent motion of 

large numbers of molecules.” 



David Bohm



Plasma 



Plasma behaviour

• While David Bohm worked at the Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory, he began what was to become his 

landmark work on plasmas (a plasma is a gas 

containing a high density of electrons and positive 

ions). Bohm was surprised to find that once electrons ions). Bohm was surprised to find that once electrons 

were in a plasma, they stopped behaving like 

individuals and started behaving as if they were part 

of a larger and interconnected whole. He later 

remarked that he frequently had the impression that 

the sea of electrons was in some sense alive



Hermann Haken



Laser

• Application of dissipative system and self-

organization

• Haken develops a nonlinear theory of laser

attributes this to a process of self -attributes this to a process of self -

organization in which the light wave trains

exhibit a consistent and cooperative behavior

in conditions far from equilibrium

(synergetics)



Laser



Examples of self-organization



Self-organization

• to self-organization refers to the spontaneous formation of

structures and patterns independently from the initial

conditions. In spite of dynamical systems where there are a

high number of elements and variables, then with a very large

state space, they tend to concentrate its attractor in a limitedstate space, they tend to concentrate its attractor in a limited

portion of space. Among the self-organizing systems, a class of

systems are those that have within them the genetic

mechanisms that are implementing another principle of

adaptation to natural selection. These characteristics are

typical of systems of living individuals, give the system an

extra dimension to enhancing the structuring of internal

complexity in the direction of adaptation.



Emergences

• Although individuals are moving in a

completely independent, the overall dynamics

in most cases leads to configurations that have

a coherent overall structure and verya coherent overall structure and very

articulate in its internal



Sergio Stagnaro



Blood vessels



..in a connective tissue



Microvessels



Blood vessels – chaotic behaviour

• The chaotic and fractal behaviour of the blood

vessels and microvessels is universally

recognized and scientifically proven by several

studies and articles published in the moststudies and articles published in the most

renowned scientific journals



In Cremona



In Cremona

• The insight came to Dr. Stagnaro when he was visiting

Cremona. In the main square were filming a movie, and was

watching the inordinate disposition of the extras. At one point

came a trumpet and all these people assumed a coherent

shape and tidy. In this way, to Dr. Sergio Stagnaro came theshape and tidy. In this way, to Dr. Sergio Stagnaro came the

idea that if properly stimulated the human body in some way

the chaotic dynamics of the blood vessels and micro-vessels

should behave in a consistent and measurable way. In fact the

problem was: how to measure the chaotic behavior of blood

vessels?



Trunpet and stethoscope



From trunpet to stethoscope

• Dr. Stagnaro was therefore the idea of using 

digital percussion to stimulate the 

microvessels, and the stethoscope for 

auscultation. Thus was born the reflection auscultation. Thus was born the reflection 

diagnostic percussion auscultatory



DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS



Genome – Microvessels -

Parenchyma
• It is assumed that the genome information is transmitted to 

both the parenchyma and to its micro-vessels, including of 

course the vasa-vasorum. In this way, if the micro-vessels have 

not a physiological behavior, this means that even its 

parenchyma (not possible to investigate directly) presents parenchyma (not possible to investigate directly) presents 

some problems, and this fact is directly related with the 

genome.

• If there is genetic alteration of maternal mitochondrial DNA, 

this gives rise to a well-defined cytopathy called CAEMH, 

which gives rise to different quantum biophysical semeiotics 

constitutions semeiotic  and to the inherited congenital real 

risk, i.e. cancer, diabetes, CAD.



AUSCULTATORY PERCUSSION



AUSCULTATORY PERCUSSION

• In Auscultatory Percussion as well as A.P. Reflex-Diagnostic 

and consequently in the new, original semeiotics, auscultatory 

percussion of the stomach plays a primary role. Notoriously, 

the stomach is ruled by upper and lower neuronal plexus, that 

are in direct relation with  celiac plexus, in which bring to an are in direct relation with  celiac plexus, in which bring to an 

end numerous reflexes, caused by trigger-points stimulation 

of almost every tissue



AUSCULTATORY PERCUSSION

• From the practical point of view, a short piece of gastric great curvature  in its 

inferior segment is ascertained : patient fixes the bell-piece of sthetoscope on 

cutaneous abdominal wall with a finger-pulp, located correctly in the left upper 

quadrant of abdomen, and doctor performs the auscultatory percussion with 

middle finger, bended like a little hammer, directly and gently, on the skin, two 

time subsequently on the same point before moving on,  towards the bell-piece of time subsequently on the same point before moving on,  towards the bell-piece of 

sthetoscope (1 cm. away), along centripetal and radial lines.

• When digital percussion beats “directly” the stomach projection (or the cutaneous 

projection area of whatever viscera, of course) percussory sound is perceived 

clearly modified, more loud, and it appears as “originating near doctor’s ears”. At 

this point, it is advisable to perform the auscultatory percussion for the second 

time, at least in initial stages, when there is no great experience, in order to avoid 

some mistakes, for instance, due to peristaltic wave. 



Hearth



Hearth Aspecific Gastric Reflex



Evaluation of Fractal dimension 

• Vasomotility

• Vasomotion

• High Spikes



High SpikesHigh SpikesHigh SpikesHigh Spikes



Highest Spikes

• We can see here how are practically evaluated vasomotility and vasomotion. Drawing a 

Cartesian diagram, in the x-axis is represented the reflex’s duration (in seconds), while in y-

axis is represented the reflex’s intensity (dilation of parenchyma, in cm). Interestingly, the 

period of oscillations is not fixed or constant: under physiological condition, it varies from 9 

seconds to 12 seconds showing 6 cicles per minute. The average duration of fluctuations is 

10.5, i.e., a fractal number. Furthermore, the intensity of “normal” oscillation is variable in a 

unpredictable manner, varying in health from 0.5 cm to 1.5 cm. Physiologically, after two 

normal, different in intensity, unpredictable fluctuations, we observe an highest oscillation -normal, different in intensity, unpredictable fluctuations, we observe an highest oscillation -

highest spike (HS) – that corresponds to "quantic", maximal, periodic adrenalin and nor-

adrenalin discharge from autonomic nervous system endings, which occurs exactly every 25 

seconds. Finally, these signs can usefully be evaluated under stress tests



Highest Spikes (HS) and fD

• At this point the reader should know that it is possible to calculate, in a number of different and  elegant 

ways, the fractal dimension (fD) of a deterministic chaotic biological system, like the micro-vascular one, in 

any organ, tissue or viscera. Among the many procedures at the bedside easily achievable, the following 

one is really original. 

• 4 Highest Spikes (HS) are implementing every 120 seconds, and this fact divides the space into four 

segments; furthermore 2 “normal” fluctuation  divide each segment into 3 sections.

Therefore, it is easy to calculate the fD, i.e., the degree of chaos, entropy, or complexity, which roughly 

indicates the space occupied and the measure of its complexity:

(4 *log N) / [(3*log N) *("f“) ](4 *log N) / [(3*log N) *("f“) ]

The factor "f" or "fractal factor”, is the ratio  [(HS) / (minimal fluctuation)]: in healthy is “f” =  3. 

It follows that the fD is physiologically> 3 <4, i.e. , 3.81 (1, 27 X 3).

In patients where a biological system evolves towards any chronic disease the fD is more then 1 and less 

then 3 and finally, in chronic fD (the endocrine pancreas in diabetes) is 1, topological size.





Traffic light of fD in QBS



fD & EQUILIBRIA IN BIOLOGICAL 

SYSTEMS



fD & EQUILIBRIA IN BIOLOGICAL 

SYSTEMS

• Legend: the fractal dimension (fD) is calculated as simply as 
the time of the disappearance of gastric

• aspecific reflex, before the appearance of the next. 
Important is that the fD is directly related to (d) or

• inversely (INV) related with:

• A) (d) the local microcirculatory functional reserve -• A) (d) the local microcirculatory functional reserve -
(vasomotility and vasomotion) and then

• B) (d) with the presence, or not, of the local congenital Real 
Risk;

• C) (d) with the latency time of gastric aspecific reflex and 
then with tissue pH;

• D) (INV) with the duration of the gastric aspecific reflex



Reconstruction of the attractor



PRE-CLINICAL STAGES 



CAEMH-α, QBS CONSTITUTIONS & 

INHERITED REAL RISK OF  CAD 



CAEMH-α, QBS CONSTITUTIONS & 

INHERITED REAL RISK OF  CAD 



.



FREE WILL & MANUELSTORY



PREVENTIVE THERAPY

• Healthy way of life

• Conjugated Melatonin (Di Bella - Ferrari) 

• Cellfood

• Tissue-protectors (carnitin, bioflavonoids, • Tissue-protectors (carnitin, bioflavonoids, 

antocianosidi di mirtillo, ecc)

• Low frequence Infra-red (NIR-LED, LLLT – Low 

Level Laser Therapy)



HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

• Etymologically Mediterranean diet

• Exercise, walks, movement

• No smoking and other drugs

• Streamlining everyday problems• Streamlining everyday problems

• Actual weight = ideal weight

• Yoga, prayer, meditation 



CONJUGATED MELATONIN

• Conjugated - melatonin

• Therapy prevention (CAD inherited real risk, 

OT, T2DM Constitution, and so on)

• Histangio - protectors• Histangio - protectors

• Neuro transmitters

• Free will, melatonin & Manuel story 



TISSUE-PROTECTORS

• Histangio (or tissue) - protectors (carnitine, 

bioflavonoids, cranberry anthocyanosides, etc):

• Improve mithocondrial respiration

• Improve tissue oxygenation• Improve tissue oxygenation

• protect tissues 

• Cellfood (gocce Cellfood, gocce sublinguali 

Cellfood Vit, DNA-RNA, SME, ecc.)  



LOW FREQUENCE INFRA RED

• The liberated energy acts repositioning (stoichiometric effect) the various atoms

that make up the individual components of mitochondria. In fact, the individual

positive for Oncological Terrain, placed on a node of Curri or Hartman, has

worsened the activity of neural centers, including the epiphysis! (Stagnaro,

personal communication)

• The applications of LLLT or NIR-LED also act at distance – by Stagnaro – according

to a quantum mechanism mediated by the entanglementto a quantum mechanism mediated by the entanglement

• The applications of LLLT or NIR-LED over the precordium also improves the OT

(Oncological Terrain)


